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M - BORNOLOGICAL SPACES 
Stanislav T0MA3EK, Liberec 
Introduction, In a recent paper (cf. [8]) the class 
of M -barrelled spaces which represents an extension 
of vector spaces of the second category, has been inves-
tigated. The purpose of this article is to give such ex-
tension of metrisable topological spaces to a wider 
class of M -bornological spaces. 
It turns out that any M -bornological and local-
ly convex space is at the same time a bornological spa-
ce in the usual sense* Recall that a locally convex spa-
ce E is termed bornological if any convex set B in £ 
absorbing an arbitrary bounded subset in E is a neigh-
borhood of the origin in £ . 
As to the denotation we preserve that one used in 
L8]. For the corresponding results and necessary notions 
in locally convex spaces as well as for the classical 
prototype of the theory of such spaces we refer to C2]f 
[3],C4],C5I and to [63. 
It should be pointed out that all vector spaces 
investigated in this paper are considered over the sa-
me and usual field of scalers. 
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1. M - BORNOLOGICAL SPACES 
The purpose of this section is to generalize 
the properties of locally convex bornological spaces 
and metrisable vector spaces on the class of multibor-
nological spaces* 
Definition 1* Let E be a topological vector 
space* Then £ will be called multibornological (ab-
breviated M -bornological) if for any sequence 
( B ^ • m. e N ) of balanced subsets in £ , each 3^ is 
absorbing any bounded subset in B - the set given by 
the formula 
(1) il CBJ mAJ !,SL 
i* m,** <n»4 "v 
is a neighborhood of the origin in £ . 
Remark 1. Any locally convex multibornological 
space is bornological. 
Proof* Take in a locally convex space £ an ab-
solutely convex subset B absorbing all bounded sets 
in £ , Define a aequence I^«- Or*** 3f m, m. H . But 
JlCBrfv) defined by Formula (1) is a neighborhood in 
£ . From 
*- *- m. 
Z t , * 51 2-^-B s B 
we obtain JlfB^) £ B . Hence B ia a neighborhood 
in £ . 
Theorem 1* Suppose that E is a me tri sable vec-
tor apace* Then £ is M -bornological* 
The proof follows from the fact that a-balanced 
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subset B in £ absorbing all sequences convergent 
to the origin is a neighborhood in £ (cf.£23). 
Corollary. Any locally bounded space is M -
bornological. Especially, if £ is a -ft -normed spa-
ce, 0<<p,4>A , then £ is M -bornological. 
Theorem 2. Let £ be an M -bornological spa-
ce, F an arbitrary topological vector space, H a 
subset of the space «£(£• F ) of all linear continu-
ous transformations from £ into F • If 14 is boun-
ded in the strong topology in *6 (£ ; F ) (i.e., in 
the topology of bounded convergence), then H is equi-
continuous. 
Proof. Take a closed neighborhood W in F 
and a sequence of closed and balanced neighborhoods 
Y^, /ri € N in E such that 
(2) v i + vt+... + v„+v„*w 
for each m> & 17 2, *" * The subset 
(3) JL « n urUV^l 
M* 4**H "* 
is evidently closed, balanced and absorbing any bounded 
set in £ . Since il(B^) » U Z B ^ of the form (1) 
is a neighborhood in £ smd for each Jk c N it holds 
Jk, 
uCZB^sW, JU, e H , we see that AA,(£1 ^B^)) & 
S W for all JUL e H . This implies the equicontinui-
ty of H . 
Remark 2. We would like to stress the fact 
that in the precedent proof we have established a more 
general statement. It was, namely, supposed that the 
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sequence (3^ \ m, € N ) consists of closed, balanced 
and any bounded set absorbing subsets in E . Further, 
it is to note that under the assumptions in the prece-
dent proof it holds AX(SL) s V for arbitrary u. e 
€ H . 
We shall introduce for any topological vector 
space E the associated M -bomological topology 
T^ with E . For any sequence ( B ^ j m e N ) of ba-
lanced and any bounded set absorbing subsets B ^ the 
set .il(B^) determined by Formula (1) is also ba-
lanced and absorbing in £ . We prove that the system 
of all such sets J l ( B ^ ) satisfies'the axiom of ad-
ditivity of a vector topology. Indeed, take a sequence 
C B ^ j Jit € N ) defined as follows: 
Obviously (BL , Jit € N ) is a sequence of the required 
form and it is easy to observe that Jl (3\^ ) +* 
+H(B^)Sil(J5^)- The just defined vector topology on 
E will be called the associated M -bornological 
topology with E (°r> equivalently, the T^ -modifica-
tion of the initial topology in E )• 
Although TL * T ( E ) is finer than the ini-
tial topology of E it preserves, however, the same 
class of bounded sets in E . If T0 is now a vector 
topology on E preserving the same class of bounded 
sets as the initial topology in E , then for each 
neighborhood W we may define a sequence V^, of 
neighborhoods of the topology TQ such that 
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SKV^) S V (see Formula (1)). Hence T3 is the 
finest vector topology with the stated property. Thus 
we have proved 
Theorem 3. The topology Tl =- TL (E ) i® the 
J* is 
finest vector topology on E under which E has the 
same class of bounded subsets as the initial topology 
in E * The space E under the topology T ( E ) is 
M -bornological. 
Remark 3. The taking of the associated M -bor-
nological topology may be considered as an isotonic o-
perator on the complete lattice X( E ) of all vector 
topologies on E . The M -bornological topologies are 
exactly the topologies invariant under the operator 1^ . 
With respect to the relation T^ CE ) » TCT^CE)) T^ 
is a closure operator on XCE) in the sense of Moore 
(cf.CI],Chap.IV). Especially, the maximal vector topolo-
gy on E being invariant under Tl is therefore M -
bornological. 
Recall that a mapping AA* of a topological vector 
space E into a topological vector space F is said 
to be bounded if AX (3) is bounded in F for any boun-
ded subset B in £ , 
Theorem 4. Let ̂  be a linear mapping from E in-
to F , Then AA, is bounded if and only if AA, is continu-
ous on E under the associated M -bornological to-
pology T^ . 
Proof. If AA, is continuous on CE,1^ ) 7 then ob-
viously AA* is bounded. Conversely, suppose that AA, is 
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bounded. Let (V^ y m, £ N ) be a aequence of neighbor-
hooda in F aatiafying (2) and let (3^; rn e> N ) be 
a sequence of balanced sets defined by (3), where H 
consists of the element {AA\\ only. From the assump-
tion that JUL in bounded it follows that any B_ ia 
absorbing any bounded set in £ « Similarly as in the 
proof of Theorem 2 we see that AjuCIlCb^ ) ) s W , that 
means the continuity of AJL on £ under the topology 
T^(E)-
Theorem 4 suggests a projective characterization 
of the associated M -bornological topology in the ea-
rns way aa in [10] is protectively characterized the 
A -structure (£ ( X ) , t ) . 
Theorem 5. Let E be a topological vector apa-
ce. Then the associated M -bornological topology T^ 
is characterized as the uniquely defined vector topo-
logy t on E with the following properties: 
(a) The canonical mapping E — • (E , t) is bounded. 
(b) If AA, is a linear and bounded mapping from £ in-
to a topological vector space F , then AA, is continuous 
on E under the topology t • 
The proof is baaed on the same ideas as that one 
of Theorem 5 in tlO]. 
Corollary 1. A topological space £ is M -bor-
nological if and only if any bounded mapping AA, : £ —* 
—* F , where F is an arbitrary topological space, is 
continuous on E # 
Remark 4. If E is a locally convex space, then 
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there are associated with E two topologies of borno-
logical type: the topology TL (the associated M -
bornological topology) and the topology 1L1 (the asso-
ciated usual locally convex bornological topology; cf. 
t2]). From the definitions of Tl and X 1 we may 
conclude that TT is the maximal locally convex topo-
logy on E coarser than T , 
.0 
Remark 5. Suppose that £ is an M -bornologi-
cal space, F a topological vector space* A linear map-
ping AX from £ into F is, according to Theorem 4, 
continuous if and only if AC* is a bounded mapping* Evi-
dently we may modify this criterion of continuity taking 
into consideration various conditions for the bounded-
ness of AJL . Under the stated conditions on £ and on 
F f for example, it is easy to verify that AJL is conti-
nuous if and only if for any sequence (x^, , ^ « N ) con-
vergent in £ to the origin the sequence (4^(x/ft)9m eN ) 
is bounded in F • 
From Remark 5 we may now derive 
Corollary 2. Suppose that AA, is a linear mapping 
of an M -bornological space £ into a topological 
space F . Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) AM is continuous. 
(b) The restriction of AX is continuous on each pre- „ 
compact subset of £ # 
(c) The restriction of AJL is continuous on any compact 
subset of £ . 
(d) If ( .x^- , m € N ) is fin arbitrary sequence conver-
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gent to the origin in E , then the restriction of AJ* 
on (x^'7tfi€ N ) is continuous. 
Theorem 6. Let E be an M -bornological apace, 
F an arbitrary eeparated topological vector space. 
The space ££f£;F) of all linear continuous mappings 
from E into F we consider under the topology of 
bounded (compact, precompact) convergence or under the 
topology of uniform convergence on the family of all 
sequences in E convergent to the origin, respective-
ly. Then &CE*, F ) is complete (quasi-complete, se-
quentially complete) whenever F is complete (quasi-
complete, sequentially complete). 
Proof. Suppose that y is a Cauchy filter in 
S6CE 9 F / . In all cases we may now define the function 
JU0 on E by the f ormula 
Jlvm, $*(*>) m AA,0 Cx ) * 
According to Corollary 1 and 2 it is easy to verify 
that JU>0 is continuous on E . 
Note some permanence properties of M -bornolo-
gical spaces. We refer for the concepts of the inducti-
ve limit and of the topological direct sum to £91* 
Theorem 7. (a) A quotient space of an M -bor-
nological space is M -bornological* 
(b) The topological direct sum Z E ^ of a sequence 
(E^j/iteN ) of topological vector spaces is M -
bornological if and only if any E ^ is M -bornologi-
cal. 
(c) The inductive limit of a spectrum fE^,*, m* e 14 ) 
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of M -bornological spaces is M -bornological. 
Proof. We sketch only the proof of the state-
ment (c) which implies the statement (b). 
Let ( B ^ % m 9 N ) be a sequence of balanced 
and any bounded set absorbing subsets in 'E**Mm,vnd E,^ 
and let (3^ ', <i e N ,Jk, e N ) be a double sequence ob-
tained by rearrangement of ( B ^ ; nv e N ) as in 18J. 
Take the subsets B^-* <p^ (fy^), i e N, M, e N , whe-
re cp is the projection of E ^ into E * The subsets 
v 8 , u £ $Ljk, 
are now neighborhoods in £ ^ for any m* m. N * From 
ttfU QQ ftU /1TV 00 "ft* CO Mt> 
we obtain the assertion (c). 
Remark 6. (a) The completion of an M -bornologi-
cal space is quasi- .M -barrelled (cf.C8J). 
(b) As to the product_TT I, of a sequence of M 
O0 
bornological spaces we could repeat the conjecture of 
Remark 6, (b) of C81. 
(c) We presume that a closed subspace of an M -borno-
logical space need not be M -bornological. 
Remark 7. From the statement (b) and (c), res-
pectively, of Theorem 7 it follows that an M -bornolo-
gical space need not be, in general, metrisable. Thus -
the class of M -bornological spaces is actually wider 
than the class of all metrisable vector spaces. 
Remark 8. Finally, we could also formally gene-
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rali.se the concept of an M -bornological space suppo-
sing in Definition 1 that any set i l ( B ^ ) ie a neigh-
borhood in £ whenever each B ^ absorbs any set of a 
prescribed covering X consisting of bounded sets in 
E 0 Discuss only the case when X *8 the family of 
all finite subsets in £ . Thus any H (3^) of the 
form (1) is a neighborhood in £ , where each B ^ is cha-
racterized by algebraical properties* 
Evidently any vector space with the maximal topo-
logy compatible with the structure of a vector space is 
of this sort. If £ is a topological vector space, then 
the modification of such a topology coincides with the 
maximal vector topology on £ - Hence, the base of neigh-
borhoods of the maximal vector topology on £ is descri-
bed by the subsets SI (B^> f where each 3^ is balan-
ced and absorbent in £ » 
2* p-BORNOLOOICAL* SPACES 
In this section we deal with the case of locally 
yfi -convex spaces* Recall that a topological vector spa-
ce is said to be locally *fi -convex if there exists a 
base of neighborhoods consisting of absolutely ft -con-
vex sets* It will be assumed that 0 < jp, 4 4 . 
Let us denote the class of all bounded subsets 
of a topological vector space £ by JiCZ) * 
Definition 2* A locally -ft -convex space is said 
to be -ft -bornological if and only if any absolutely 
ji -convex subset absorbing arbitrary $ € < S f £ ) is a 
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neighborhood in £ * 
Remark 9. (a) Any locally jfi -convex and M -
bomological space is jv -bornological* 
(b) If a locally convex space £ is <fi -bornological, 
then £ is bornological. 
Remark 10. From Remark 9 and Theorem 1 we conclu-
de that any metrisable locally ^i -convex space is 41 -
bornological. Especially, a *fi -normable space is nece-
ssarily >ft -bornological. With regard to £7J we see 
that any locally bounded space is -ft -bornological for 
some 0 < 41 4 i 0 
Theorem 8. Suppose that E and F are two lo-
cally -ft -convex spaces, £ -ft -bornological. Then any 
subset H S bCCE^ T ) bounded in the topology of boun-
ded convergence is equicontinuous on E . 
By T ^ C E ) we mean the modification of the i-
•S 
nitial topology in £ having as a base of neighbor-
hoods the system of all absolutely -ft -convex subsets 
C in E f where each of such C is absorbing arbitra-
ry B' e Si C £ ) * With respect to the following theorem 
f-* 
the topology 11 ( £ ) will be called the jx -borno-
logical modification of the initial topology in E * 
Theorem 9. (a) The space E under the topology 
•ft* 
11 ( E ) is *fi -bornological. The jt -bornological mo-
dification is the finest locally ft -convex topology 
on £ preserving the same class fi (Z ) . 
(b) The /ft -bornological modification of the initial 
topology is characterissed by the properties (a) and 
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(b) of Theorem 5, where F runs in the family of all 
locally 41 -convex spaces. 
(c) A locally >ft -convex space £ is \p, -bornological 
if and only if any bounded mapping AJL from E into 
an arbitrary locally -fv -convex space is continuous. 
Remark 11. Similarly as before we could also 
formulate the statements of Theorem 6 for any 41 -bor-
nological space E „ The full Conveyance of these as-
sertions to the discussed case with modificated proofs 
may be obviously omitted. 
Let 3 be a closed, bounded and absolutely *p> -
convex set in a locally 41 -convex space £ * Denote 
by £ ^ the set U ( ^ * B j m , e N ) - With respect to 
B -»- B £ l'1 • B 
we may conclude that E B is a linear subspace in E • 
The system of all CAB) & > 0 ) defines on E ^ a lo-
cally -fi* -convex topology. The absolutely ^t, -convex 
set B induces by usual rules a ^ -semi-norm on £ 3 # 
Obviously, if £ is separated, then each of such £ B 
is separated, hence £~ is jt -normable. If, moreover, 
E is complete, then £ B having a base of neighbor-
hoods of closed and complete subsets in E is a com-
plete space. 
The system 3&9(E ) of all closed, bounded and 
absolutely ft -convex subsets in E is filtered, con-
sequently (Es * B c :8*C£ )) is filtered and it holds 
E m U d ^ j B e #'(£)) . Further, for eachBfiJB'CE) 
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the canonical embedding £ — > E is evidently con-
tinuous. If T is the locally <p, -convex inductive to* 
pology on £ , then the initial topology of £ is coar-
ser than T . Conversely, it holds 
Theorem 10. If £ is a separated locally -ft,-
convex and *p, -bornological space, then £ is the in-
ductive limit (considered as the locally >jr -convex in-
ductive limit) of ji -normable spacesCE• • B * J3V£ )) • 
If, in addition,£ is complete, then £ is the induc-
tive limit of Day spaces. 
Remark 12. The adequate results of locally con-
vex spaces are included in that what has been stated in 
this section as a special case for jft m A . 
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